
B’reshiyt: In the Beginning 
Gen. 1:1 – 6:8. 

 
 

I.        Most Christians today pay very little attention to the pivotal book of Genesis – 
B’reshiyt, believing all the ‘Old Testament’ to be antiquated and resultantly, it has 
become a much-maligned account whose relevance to many has been completely 
exhausted, having instead been replaced by the Gospel accounts of Jesus! [Church 
opinion not this author’s] Contrarily, few spend the time in the Creation account of 
Genesis – B’reshiyt, to realize that every fundamental tenet of Salvation is found 
here first! 

 
With that said, we will endeavor to reveal some of the hidden treasures of the 
Creation account that have intrigued scholars for millennia and prayerfully, for 
those “Newbies” who’re only now beginning to look at Torah, we will hopefully 
bring understanding to some often overlooked areas! On the other hand, we expect 
to uncover hidden truths that only the Mind of Elohiym could put within any text! 
In particular, for the skeptics, we will take a slightly different approach by 
unveiling proof of the fingerprint of the Creator in the Hebrew language of the 
Creation text that only this alphanumeric tongue could provide both in the letters 
themselves and their mathematic equivalent! Shall we?  
 

A Cyclical Creation: 
 

Some, including myself, have long held that Elohiym created everything in a 
cyclical or circular fashion, and that its’ beginning and its’ end - represented by the 
pivotal letters of the Hebrew language – the Alef and the Tav - is the point of entry 
or doorway for that creational power! Even the Sages acknowledge that the 
combination of the two letters form a textural oddity which, cannot be translated, 
as in the body of Gen. 1:1 and thus it has caused scholars to scratch their collective 
heads for generations!  
 
As a result, individually, the conjoined letters of Alef and Tav present an enigma 
representing not only the first and last of the 22-letters of the Hebrew language but 
also comprising, within themselves the entire message of all letters in the Hebrew 
Tongue. Not coincidentally, 22 is the value of the Hebrew word יחד, yachad, a 
form of Echad - One, which means to gather in a community or group as ONE. 
This was the intent behind the creation of Adam as an individual and Adam as a 



People! Abba is now raising up a REMNANT who will finally achieve that 
UNION – Echad! 
 
Therefore, we believe these 22-letters to have been the building blocks of all 
creation and THE PRIMARY TOOL placed in Adam’s hand allowing him to 
function in the earth as Elohiyms’ representative! In fact, the reciprocal of 22 (1 
divided by 22) is 0.045454545 to infinity! 45 is the value of Adam! Adam was the 
embodiment – literally the Manifest Presence of the 22-letters or Word/DNA of 
Elohiym and would have functioned as He did, by speaking creation into the 
physical realm! 
 
Now, let that sink in….The Hebrew word used most often for ‘1’ is ECHAD: Not 
surprisingly YHVH is described in the Shema (Deut. 6:4) as ONE - Echad! Giving 
us the above reciprocal – ECHAD-1 divided by 22 Hebrew letters – 1 divided by 
22! Consequently, the DNA of Elohiym much like this Echad was divided by or 
apportioned – sent out through the 22-letters of the Holy Tongue and deposited 
into a Living Vessel giving us 45- ADAM! 
 
As we study the entirety of Scripture without Rabbinic bias, the above Alef-Tav is 
easily affirmed as the autograph of Yahshua who referred to Himself as the Alpha 
and Omega - the Alef and the Tav. He who was and is and is to come! In 
confirmation, we see it as the center word of the 7-words of the Creation Stanza of 
Gen. 1:1 - B’reshiyt bara Elohiym ET hashamyim v’et h’aretz that becomes the 
Shamesh or Servant Candle of the 7-branched Creation Menorah. The ET became 
the Servant to all the other 20-letterswith a value of 401. 401 just happens to be the 
22nd PRIME NUMBER! A prime number cannot be divided by any whole number 
other than itself! Yahshua cannot be divided by or related to, Man in the flesh! Did 
you note the connection with 22 again?  
 
I also noticed that with the Alef-Tav being the center word of Gen. 1:1 what about 
the center or 14th letter out of the 28? That letter falls at the end of the word 
Elohiym – אלהים, and is the Closed Mem! The letter representing a virgin Womb 
containing the hidden secrets that will give birth to the following Alef-Tav! This is 
a prophecy of the birth of Messiah! Also, Elohiym has a value of 86. If we look at 
the 86th number of PI it is 3, meaning Unity and represented by the Gimmel, the 
‘Lifted-Up One’ which represents the 1st-born of the Alef-Bet, the House. The 
combined value of the first 86 letters of PI gives us a total of 418 that is the value 
of a variant of Echad – Yachat – Union! A union always produces fruit! 
 



If we look at the PI number: 3.141…and it’s mirror reflection 1413 we get the 
ordinal values of Mem (13) and Nun (14) representing seed in the womb! 
 
Moreover, it is this same Being who identifies Himself to Moshe as the “I AM 
THAT I AM”. This bold claim is also substantiated in John 8:58 where Yahshua 
remarks: Yahshua said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, before Abraham 
was – I AM. This is not the only ‘I AM’ or Greek ‘EGO EIMI’ reference in the 
New Testament either!  
 
Understanding who this ‘I AM’ is, as found in the PI VERSE of Ex. 3:14 becomes 
the key to Israel’s exodus from Egypt as well as, crossing over into the Promised 
Land! In fact, if you go to Exodus Ex. 3:14 where you find the first mention of 
Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh – I AM THAT I AM – you’ll see that it has a gematria of 543, 
the same as b’abar h’Yarden - crossing over Jordan! The river Jordan was a 
symbol of crossing over and defeating death! Being Born Again! I.E. A 
resurrection! In addition, as we’ve stated, the value of the Alef-Tav is 401, the 
same as H#3470, ישעיהו, Yeshayahu, Isaiah, whose name translates: Yah has 
saved, and Yah is Salvation! Once again helping to confirm the identity of the 
Alef-Tav who Himself was the instrument of Creation (John 1: 1-3) In the 
beginning was the Word and the Word was with Elohiym and the Word was 
Elohiym. The same was in the beginning with Elohiym. All things were made by 
Him; and without Him was not anything made that was made. 
 

A Creation PI – 3.14! 
 

II.      To that fact, at the heart of the Universe we find everything designed in cycles that 
revolve around a constant, including the Body of Man whose cells on average 
replicate every 7-years: The 7th number of PI? (3.1415926…) That number is 6 
represented by the Vav Man! Indeed, PI is intimately woven into all periodic, 
cyclical processes including cell division timing, heart rhythm, breathing cycles 
and circadian cycles! Since we’re pointing toward PI in Gen.1:1 which has 7-
words and 28-letters, if we take that 7th number of PI mentioned above and add all 
those previous the total sum of the 7-nmubers? 28! 

 
Now, here’s a real head-scratcher for you! It is this author’s opinion that PI is 
actually an encapsulation of TIME! We know that time is cyclical. If we calculate 
the current solar year as (365.2425 days) or the 364 or 360-day calendar years of 
history’s past and multiply by the number of seconds in a day (86,400: 3600x24) 
we arrive at numbers very close to PI: 31555…31449…31104 respectively; an 



error of less than 0.01 which takes in to account the error found in man’s inability 
to properly calculate one second of time - versus the perfection of Elohiym! Thus, 
the number of seconds in one year regardless of solar length could be expressed by 
PI: 3.145926535…. to infinity!  
 
I also found it interesting that the diameter of the Sun is 864,000 miles (86,400 
seconds in a day) and the Sun-Son of Righteousness ‘RISES’ with healing in His 
Tzitzit! Mal. 4:2. It is this same Sun who travels a circuit in the heavens Ps. 19:1-6. 
Indeed, it would seem that this Sun or VESSEL of Light actually circumnavigates 
or rests, i.e. sitting upon the 12 Houses of the Zodiac. Where have we seen this 
example? 1Kings 7 amid the details of Solomon’s construction of the Molten Sea 
that sat upon 12 oxen, H#1241, בקר, baqar, rendered ‘oxen’, yet from the same 
root as H#1242, Boqer for MORNING – to break forth, to seek, enquire, consider, 
reflect! The movement of the Sun initiates this breaking forth! What was Solomon 
doing? We’ll look a bit closer later…stay tuned ☺. 
 
As we continue, if PI – 3.1459…can be seen in Gen. 1:1 we immediately find in 
the next verse, verse 2 that a Tohu v’bohu situation – without form and void results 
leaving us with what seems the temporary interruption of cycles! This ensues upon 
the heels of what must have been a demonstration of Elohiyms’ treatment of 
Lucifer’s rebellion! How apropos that Verse 3 declares: And Elohiym said, Let 
there by light and there was light.  
 
Why is this important? Because HE is Light and light expands or is released in 
spherical order and calculating or understanding the surface area of that sphere 
depends upon the value of PI! In fact, you can’t calculate the speed of Light 
without PI. Indeed, light is inseparable from not only PI, but also the entire 
Creation – Redemption account! Meanwhile, I don’t think it an accident that the PI 
sign resembles the Hebrew letter Chet for new beginnings, infinity, a DNA helix 
cycle and the letter representing the BLOOD – LIGHT of Yahshua upon the Door 
Posts or Alef-Tav of the Language! Even Noah’s rainbow was literally a 360-
degree rendering of cycles that could only be understood by PI! 
 

As We Continue… 
 
From a Biblical standpoint, one of the more fascinating ‘cycles’ is the Wilderness 
Tabernacle, which we believe, was patterned after the same cyclical, zodiacal, 
heavenly blueprint and in the manner of the Alef - Tav to have been circular in 
design and also modeled after the stellar heavens. Thus, both are mathematically 



circumscribed by PI – the inestimable numerical term used to find the 
circumference/diameter of any circle.  
 
As we’ve discussed, if PI is embedded into Creations’ beginning we should expect 
to see evidence in the Hebrew text of Torah! Undeniably, Gen. 1:1 has a total (Sum 
of all Hebrew letters) gematria of 2701. If we count the value of Torah – תורה – 
we have 611. The sum of Torah or the sum of its value is found in the first 611 
decimals of PI that equals 2701 – In the Beginning…!  
 
As discussed, it is a known fact that Creation’s calendar was at one time and soon 
will be again, a cycle of 360-days, representing the number of degrees in a circle. 
If the circle is divided into 4-quadrants with each bearing a compass point – North, 
South, East and West – then you have the fixed points where the Tribes camped 
around the circular Tent! If we divide the circumference into 4 equal parts each is 
called an ARC – It is my contention that these subdivided Zodiacal Houses, 
Months and Tribes correspond to the cyclical Festivals and those found keeping 
them find sanctuary in these heavenly patterns of Noah’s ARC - ARK! There are 
180-days or 2 ARCS between festival cycles. 2PI radians equal 180-degrees: 180 x 
2 = 360! 
 

Except the days be shortened… 
 

III.     To expound a bit further, from our earlier studies we’ve concluded that a major 
event will affect the earth’s rotation and return us back to a 360-day calendar year. 
Which, we contend relates to the above ‘shortening of days’ effectively putting all 
of the House of Israel on the same time schedule.  This is reflected in Daniel’s 
well-known numbers: 1260, 1290 and 1335. 1260-days represents 42-months or 3 
½ years. This should be a familiar number to you! If we assert that PI is related to 
both Time and the Language of Creation then there should be a link here as well. 
1260 ÷ 3.14 (PI) = 401 the value of Alef-Tav! Indeed! It is He – The Alef-Tav who 
will sustain and guide us through these days above known as ‘Jacob’s troubles’! 

It is my belief that the timing of this future event coincides with a major emphasis 
being placed upon the restoration of the Language of Creation – Hebrew - which 
Zeph. 3:9 details: For then will I turn to the people a pure language, that they may 
all call upon the name of YHVH to serve Him with one – Echad - consent! 
Ironically, the previous verse (8) includes all 22-letters of the Language! 
Moreover, the English word consent is taken from the Hebrew H#7926, שכם, 
shekem, and indicates the shoulders, the CURVED portion of the upper back 



whose value equals 360! It is related to Shakam, a verb meaning to rise early with 
the sun – light! *Remember out thoughts on Boqer – Morning and the influence of 
the Sun/Son? 

Remember, Shekem was the inheritance of Joseph! The above numbers 1260, 
1290, 1335 all figure within the Prophetic 490-year timeline of Daniel as well, 
which will expose the exiled House of Joseph scattered throughout the earth! Once 
again, 490 ÷ 3.14 (PI) equals 156 – the value of Joseph, יוסף. It is at the end of 
this 490-year prophetic timeline that the Living Stones Tabernacle – The House of 
Joseph - modeled after the Wilderness Tent will become manifest and contrasted 
violently against that of the 3rd-Temple! Oh, did you know? 156 happens to be the 
value of Ohel Mo’ed – Tent of Meeting or Tent of appointed Times, The 
Tabernacle! Is there also an actual PI link to the 3rd-Temple? The common Hebrew 
phrase for it is: Beit h’miqdash h’shlishi and has a value of 1532 ÷ 490 = 
3.1265…even closer than Solomon’s calculation of PI! We won’t even get into the 
specifics of the Wilderness Tent’s construction: For that see: Andrew Hoy 
http://project314.org/?fbclid=IwAR07crR5tOPTppapm8NWiQuSU8xdB6eA_chJu
tZn4ayq_BBQ_PXutLjvPY0 

Solomon’s Molten Sea? 

There is another unique place touched on briefly above, where scholars have 
argued for decades regarding the significance of this ‘PI’ and that is 1Kings 7:23 
where a description of the Molten Sea is given: And he made a molten sea, ten 
cubits from the one brim to the other: it was round all about, and his height was 
five cubits: and a line of thirty cubits did compass it round about.  

Some denigrate the text because of the numbers given here, saying that it only 
shows PI at an arguably incorrect 3.0 yet, they fail to account for the later 
description in verse 26 of the dimensions of the lip of the laver given as a 
‘handbreadth’ which most scholars agree as being around 3 inches. This addition 
gives us a calculation of 3.11 for Solomon’s PI! A less than .01 percent error!  

Likewise, there are some other powerful numerical connections found here as well! 
Just to cite a few: The diameter of the Basin or Sea is described as 10 cubits – 
Apprx. 25.20 inches (Elbow to fingertip) If we once again visit Daniels’ prophetic 
calendar: 7 years at 360-days we get 2520 days! 49-years gives us 2520 weeks. 
490-years gives us 25,200 weeks, 7,000-years gives us 2,520,000-days! 
Additionally, this laver or Molten Sea sat on 12-oxen representing the 12-tribes, 
12-months and the 12 constellational Houses of Israel! Astoundingly Solomon had 
built an eternal calendar chronicling Israel’s Past, Present and Future and showing 



how PI – 3.14 became the constant sign pointing to the Seal of Elohiym in the 
Earth!  

Too farfetched to consume? In our 3rd book entitled “Ezekiel’s Wheel Within a 
Wheel” we discuss the facts of a possible circular pattern for the Wilderness 
Tabernacle giving it a design that when orienting it with the month of Nissan (This 
shall be the beginning of months…) would have been the first Global Positioning 
Device allowing Moshe and Israel to not only know YHVH’s timeline but, 
subsequently allow them to also know exact locations physically in the desert! Let 
me digress to an earlier point for emphasis… 

 Look once again at the angle or Arc of a 360-degree circle discussed above!  

IV.     In an interesting etymological contrast to that Arc or angle, i.e. the radial divisions 
of a circle – we connected the Hebrew word for ‘ARK’ which is H#8392, תבה, 
Tehvah, and most often translated as a coffer or box. However, I believe that to 
have been a deliberate mistranslation because we believe the Ark would also have 
been a circular vessel! Tehvah’s numeric value - 407 is the same as H#226, אות, 
owth, a sign or token of proof! The Signs in the heavens revealing the Alef-Tav! If 
you take PI (3.1415…) to its’ 407th decimal you have the number 7 – another 
‘owth’ or sign, A Sabbath - the Signet of YHVH’s covenant and creational cyclical 
calendar and once again connecting us to not only the Alef – Tav, but the Vav - 
Man in it’s midst – Messiah! You simply cannot make this up! In that same vein, 
The Hebrew word Shabbat – שבת, has a value of 702 ÷ PI giving you a variant of 
22 and pointing us back again to the letters of creation! 
 
What is more, the ancients used a compass divided into 30-degree angles, which 
would have been oriented to support each of the 12-Houses of the Zodiac along 
with the 12-Tribal alignments around the Wilderness Tent!  
 

 
 
 
Having said all the above, if indeed ‘Life is cyclical’, as demonstrated in the 
Redemptive Plan of Creation through the idea of being born, dying and 
experiencing a subsequent being ‘re-born again’, then PI should be reflected in 



these cycles! Likewise, it is worth noting that PI 3.1415… seems, as we’ve stated 
several times all ready, conclusively related to the above Alef-Tav. In fact, it is 
connected to both redemption and judgment and should not be overlooked in the 
war between the Seed lines found in the original PI Text of Gen: 3:14 -15! In 
addition, a mirror effect can be found by looking at Gen. 3.14 – Gen. 4.13 where 
you find the 1st prophecy regarding the Seed of the Serpent – with him - Cain in 
chapter 4 being expelled before completing this cycle! 
 

Let’s continue… 

 
Many scholars believe this Greek letter to have derived from the Hebrew letter 
Pey: Why does this matter? 

 
The Pey represents the Mouth - Words that are spoken. Elohiym is the first 
recorded Voice in the earth speaking in Gen. 1:3; but verse 1 alludes specifically to 
His creating – H#1254, ברא, Bara - translated here as: To create, shape, fashion or 
form and to bring forth. The ancient root hints at a cutting or carving involved. If 
‘nothing’ existed in a tangible form, then only His words could carve Creation out 
of this Nothing! Hence, in the Hebrew text Bara is in the ‘perfect’ verb form and 
it’s pairing with B’reshiyt rare! The subject of this verb form is always Elohiym or 
YHVH and never man! It is never used with an adjective or accusative related to 
materials for creating and thus Bara always seems to begin with NOTHING! 
 
It is thus, inarguable that Elohiym created by SPEAKING! Furthermore, ברא, 
according Klein’s etymological dictionary Bet-Resh-Alef can also give us SON! 
That Son – Bet-Resh is depicted in the Alef.  
 
It should come as no surprise then that Words are both cyclical and eternal. Once 
spoken they can never be taken back, they are seed and once planted demonstrate 
the Law of Sowing and Reaping which, like the Alef-Tav, produces a harvest that 
invokes creation! How appropriate that the above letter Pey which launched our 
discussion, carries another letter in its’ womb – the Bet – the beginning of 
B’reshiyt!  
 



There’s another unique connection to B’reshiyt - Bara – ברא found in Gen. 1:5 
where the word translated as Evening – ערב - erev (Ayin and Alef are 
interchangeable) is first seen but, this same word can also indicate to pledge or 
give security – ארב - Arav. It mirrors Bara! As Erev, it hints at the sunset or end 
of day, and as such points once again to the Birth, death and rebirth or cyclical 
nature of Creation! This Bar-a – Alef Son was first pledged as security when the 
Day wanes and is born again at Boqer! …And the evening and the morning were 
the first day… 
 
Now watch! Evening - Erev carries with it the idea of mixture: I.E. Day and night, 
death and life as in the Flesh or Body of Man. While Boqer H#1242, בקר, 
rendered as ‘morning’ is always translated as the bringing forth of Light and thus 
‘morning’ has no hint of mixture! This is why I believe the count of the Day begins 
at evening – just as our redemption begins at the Planting – death of Yahshua 
culminating with His resurrection at the breaking of the power of darkness from off 
Him and ushering in the Light of Creation once again! Considering that, you must 
recall that Solomon’s Molten Sea sat upon 12 Boqer – Oxen – representing the 12 
constellational signs or MONTHS - MORNINGS as the Sun’s mirror – the Moon - 
broke free from 3-days of darkness and a Morning – Boqer reveals the Sliver of the 
Moon announcing its’ being born-again!  
 
Incredibly, this large Basin created by Solomon and filled with water ideally 
represents the ‘Mikveh’ or gathering of the Seas underneath the Stellar Luminaries 
of Gen.1:9-14! In fact, 1Kings 7:23 uses the same root word for MIKVEH – but 
translated as ‘line’: קוה, qavah, however it is intentionally miss-written. To prove 
the point, the description of this molten sea is only found 1 more time in 
1Chron.4:2  and a powerful confirmation is hidden in the text where the same word 
‘line’ is written קו, qav - only with the ‘ה’ now missing!  
 
Trivial, scribal error, accident? The value of qavah (Root of Mikveh) is 111 while 
qav’s value is 106. If we take the width or handbreadth difference in the 
circumference of Solomon’s laver – 3 inches - and multiply it times the ratio of 
111/106 =104,71698…we get: Yep – you guessed it – 31415…PI! Though hidden, 
without doubt the Creator intended to place His Signet in locations that only those 
who searched for the hidden treasures could find it! Prov. 25:2 The glory of YHVH 
is to conceal a matter: It is the honor of Kings to search it out! 
 



I believe this revelation of PI is the first prophecy of Messiah’s Resurrection and 
thus pure, unaffected by translators and incapable of argument! In fact, it 
undoubtedly points once again to the cyclical battle between the Serpent and the 
Woman’s Seed – Gen. 3:14-15 PI – long before the Garden Encounter! How you 
ask?  
 
Boqer has a value of 302, the same as H#1300 ברק, baraq – lightning as in Luke 
10:18 And He said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven…the 
Greek word is astrape - from the Hebrew Baraq – lightning! This is exactly what 
transpired between Gen.1: 1-2 and depicted the subsequent separation of those two 
Beings portrayed eternally as Light and Darkness whose Seed lines must be kept 
eternally divided, never mixed or mingled! Moreover, 302 mirrors 203, the value 
of Arav - a pledge or security or Erev - evening with the Alef! 
 
To continue, Pey has a value of 80. It hints at infinity, new beginnings, harmony or 
Unity! Therefore, Pey and the letter Chet that symbolizes Life or the DNA of 
creation are inseparably linked! Chet is the 8th letter and like the earlier Alef 
presents a new life beginning! On the other hand, if you count the 80th letter of PI 
(3.1415….) that letter whether you begin at 3 or after the decimal point is the 
number 9 symbolizing the Letter Tet, the upside down womb, emblematic of the 
Serpent. Once again connecting us to the Prophetic declaration of war between the 
Seed Lines found within this cyclical redemption story!  
 
In conclusion, Solomon followed the instructions of his father King David and 
implemented the 24-priestly orders. Effectively, dividing the day into 24-hourly 
increments: 24 hours time 3600 (Number of seconds in an hour) = 86400 the 
number shown earlier and proving that Abba is returning HIS people to the correct 
keeping of HIS calendar in conjunction with HIS Alef-Tav Word! Day and Night, 
seedtime and harvest are eternal promises and integrally linked to PI. As are His 
Divine Appointments - Beginning with Shabbat and followed by every holy 
convocation! What Pope Gregory and the coming Anti-Messiah think to do in 
massaging the Calendar is being exposed! By the way, Gregory means ‘watchful – 
alert’!  
 
Stay tuned Torah fans! 
 
 
 
 



 
 


